
   

       

  Gourmet Pathway Hamper Gift
 
£64.43

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Gourmet Pathway cheese and wine hamper gift has stood the test
of time and proven to be a very popular gift. Designed with the
perfect mix of treats and drinks it is no wonder its a best seller.

  Details
 
Gourmet Pathway has been created in a box of happiness to bring joy wherever it is sent. We created a range of cheesy hamper-gifts a couple
of years ago and the Gourmet Pathway came through as a top-seller. Thanks to the combination of fun colours, products and the price it is an
ideal gift for so many people. With cheese and wine being the centrepiece, we made sure to add a fun mix of sweet and savoury snacks. Once
we know we have included the classic favourites, such as a full bodied red wine, creamy cheeses and single estate chocolate, we can add in a
few fun and unique items. To create a variety of flavour we added a bottle of ginger beer and air dried jerky. There is a fun purple colour
flowing through this cheesy hamper, creating a sense of luxury and mystery upon opening. The recipient will enjoy tucking into the layers of
snacks packed within our hamper-gifts. We try our best to include items which cannot be found in your typical shops, creating a fun and
mysterious feel when opening the box, it will definitely be a memorable experience. Sourced from only the best suppliers across the British and
Irish isles we have complied a selection of only the best items to create not a box of goodies, but an enticing selection of hamper-gifts. The
beauty of our cheesy hamper-gifts is that they can be sent for any occasion. Whether that be birthday, celebration, or thinking of you. It is
suitable for all and no matter the occasion everyone enjoys a little indulgence. Let them know you are thinking of them with the cheesy
Gourmet Pathway hamper gift, they’ll be thinking of you too! 

Additional Information
 
Contents

Wines:

Bin 555 Shiraz 75cl

Drinks:

Passionate Ginger Beer Luscombe 27cl

Savoury Gourmet Foods:
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Glandor Cheese Truckle BandonVale 200g
Vintage Cheese Truckle Nutty Cheddar BandonVale 200g
Ditty's Handmade Irish Oatcakes 150g
Original Beef Biltong 28g
EatBeautiful Soy Seaweed Thins Itsu 5g
CanBech pairings for Cheese 30g

Sweet Gourmet Foods:

CookieShots- Brownie Biscuits Foods of Athenry, 120g
Willies 80g SingleEstate Chocolate Slab
Gluten Free Coconut Bytes Rebel Kitchen Organic 26g
Cream Wafer Bar in Chocolate, Love Raw 43g

Presented in a Box of Happiness
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